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ABSTRACT
Personalized recommendation of learning content is one of the most frequently cited benefits of personalized online learning. It is expected that with personalized content recommendation students will be able to build their own unique and optimal learning paths and to achieve course goals in the most optimal way. However, in many practical cases students search for learning content not to expand their knowledge, but to address problems encountered in the learning process, such as failures to solve a problem. In these cases, students could be better assisted by remedial recommendations focused on content that could help in resolving current problems. This paper presents a transparent and explainable interface for remedial recommendations in an online programming practice system. The interface was implemented to support SQL programming practice and evaluated in the context of a large database course. The paper summarizes the insights obtained from the study and discusses future work on remedial recommendations.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Recommender systems; • Social and professional topics → Computer science education; • Applied computing → Interactive learning environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, the issues of transparency and control in recommender systems (RecSys) have emerged as an important stream of research. One technology that has been studied in this context is the explanation of recommendations. Research has shown that explanations can increase persuasiveness of the recommended items as well as users’ trust and satisfaction with the recommender system [17]. Based on these results, guidelines have been developed for designing and evaluating the benefits of explanations [16]. Despite the increasing volume of research on explaining recommendations, this work has been predominantly focused on traditional taste-based and interest-based recommendation in e-commerce and media consumption systems and such items as products, movies or songs [11]. In this paper, we explore the problem of explaining recommendations in a considerably different domain, e-learning, where recommendations usually focus on user’s knowledge rather than interests. Here, we explore a relatively new class of remedial recommendations focused on helping to address problems encountered during the learning process. Following a brief review of related work, we introduce a novel interface for explaining remedial recommendations. The remaining part of the paper reviews the results of our study of this technology in a target educational context. We conclude by discussing lessons learning and planning future work.

2 RELATED WORK
A field that has been understudied in the RecSys context is the educational domain, where the main goal of a recommender system is to support students’ learning by filtering educational content for the different learning settings that differ from one individual student to another [18]. Although there is a large body of research on Educational Recommender Systems (EdRecSys) [6], to the best of our knowledge, there is no research work that has tried to investigate the effects of explanations for students in EdRecSys contexts. Thus, it is not clear how feasible it is to directly transfer the lessons learned in other recommendation domains into this context. The closest
which studied students’ perceptions and attitudes toward explanations for automatically generated hints in an Intelligent Tutoring System scenario.

The aforementioned gap is important to address because EdRecSys are different from conventional RecSys as their main goal is supporting students’ learning [6]. Thus, not only the interests/preferences of the end-users (students) are important to generate the recommendations, the level of domain knowledge at each stage of their learning is crucial for suggesting appropriate learning activities to each student [18]. Hence, this difference makes it necessary to (1) include students and instructors in the design of the recommendation approach since its conception [14], and (2) define proper evaluation metrics to assess the recommendations effectiveness which must include students’ learning [7].

The implementation of EdRecSys stresses how critical it is to consider that each student is unique in terms of her “knowledge readiness” for attempting learning activities. Likewise, we hypothesize that it is also important to ponder the students’ ability to process recommendations and understand potential explanations. In other scenarios, researchers have discovered that the explanations’ level of detail can affect users’ mental models with both positive and negative effects [11]. Additionally, they have found that explanations’ complexity (e.g., depth and visual format) could either help or burden users’ understanding [15].

Overall, there is an evident lack of research on the effects of transparency in the context of educational recommendations. Exploring the potential benefits/drawbacks of recommendations and their explanations will contribute to improving the future of adaptive and personalized online learning. In this paper, we aim to fill this research gap through an empirical classroom study.

3 SQL PROGRAMMING PRACTICE SYSTEM WITH REMEDIAL RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1 Interface

The core of the SQL Programming Practice System is the Mastery Grids interface which offers open learner modeling (OLM) [5] and provides access to several types of learning content [12]. The version of Mastery Grids interface for SQL is presented in Figure 1-A. Mastery Grids uses a topic-level approach to OLM where the course content is grouped into a set of topics (see Fig. 1-A). The level of progress for each topic is visualized using a color opacity. The higher the opacity, the higher the progress of the learner in that topic. In addition to the topic-level progress visualization, Mastery Grids shows the progress level for each type of content for each topic. In Fig. 1-A, the available practice content for the topic SELECT-FROM is shown, as well as the associated progress level for each content. In addition, the interface recommends most appropriate learning activities to each learner in two ways: (1) highlighting recommended activities with stars on the grid of activities and (2) offering them as a ranked list on the left from the grid. Students can access the learning content by clicking on an activity cell or a line of the ranked list.

3.2 Learning Content

In this study, Mastery Grids provided access to three types of interactive practice content for learning SQL programming: annotated examples (labeled as Examples in Fig. 1-A), animated examples, and query problems. Annotated examples provide step by step text explanations to SQL query statements, which are delivered by the WebEx system [4]. Query animations visualize the execution of a query. The aim of these examples is visually demonstrating how various query clauses are executed (step-by-step) to help students understand the semantics of the query. Finally, query problems understand students to write an SQL query to solve the given problem prompt using the associated database schema. The correctness of the query is evaluated against a model solution using the sample database and immediate feedback is provided. These problems are served by the SQL-KnoT (Knowledge Tester) system [3]. SQL-KnoT leverages template-based problem-generation. Every time a student accesses a problem, the actual problem is randomly selected from a problem set associated with the template. SQL-KnoT problems are critical for the study because the knowledge-level of a student is updated based on her attempts on these problems.

3.3 Student Modeling and Knowledge Level Visualization

Mastery Grids can depict the concept-level knowledge estimation as a bar chart (see Fig. 1-C&D). Each bar represents the actual student’s knowledge level estimated by the system for a specific concept. Initially, all bar lengths are set to 0 and start to increase based on the successful problem-solving attempts. The knowledge estimates are calculated by the CUMULATE user modeling server [19]. CUMULATE combines evidence generated from problem-solving attempts using an asymptotic function. This asymptotic function is used to calculate the probability of a learner mastering a concept. The probability of mastery increases with each successful attempt. CUMULATE does not take into consideration wrong attempts. Therefore, there is no decrease in knowledge level (i.e., there’s no penalty in the student model) – even if a student fails. The asymptotic nature of the CUMULATE student modeling function implies that when a student starts studying a new concept, learning gains are high; however, these learning gains rapidly become smaller as the student becomes more proficient on the subject.

The concepts are grouped and arranged along the x-axis by topic, according to the order in which topics are covered in the course (see Fig. 1-C&D). When students mouse over a grid cell that represents a topic, the interface highlights the concepts in the bar chart that the topic covers. Learners can check their estimated knowledge of the related concepts in a specific topic to the presence or absence of bars in the chart. The concepts that are associated with each content are also highlighted similarly. The height of each bar indicates the estimated level of knowledge of the student. We also used a second visual encoding variable to represent the level of struggle of a specific concept. This variable is color, and we defined a color scale going from red to green. The bar color gets greener with a higher success rate, and it gets gray if the concept has not been practiced recently. If a concept is labeled as struggling (see section 3.4.1), the system depicts it with a warning sign shown on top of the concept bar, as shown in Fig. 1-C&D.
3.4 Educational Recommender System

3.4.1 Recommendation Approach. In this study, we used a remedial recommendation approach, which focuses on suggesting learning activities that cover some of the concepts where students have exhibited some level of struggle [1, 2]. In other words, remedial recommendations should target the concepts with which a student struggled recently.

To generate remedial recommendations, we used the concept-level knowledge estimated by CUMULATE student model and concept-level success rate to calculate a difficulty score for each learning activity. The difficulty score \( \text{diff}_{ij} \) of an activity \( i \) for student \( j \) is calculated by equation 1:

\[
\text{diff}_{ij} = \frac{1}{\sum_k w_k} \sum_k w_k \left( \alpha \cdot Q_{kj} + (1 - \alpha) \cdot s_{kj} \right)
\]

where \( k \) is a concept associated with activity \( i \), \( Q_{kj} \) is knowledge level estimate, \( s_{kj} \) is the success rate of student \( j \) on concept \( k \), and \( w_k \) is the topic-level importance of the concept calculated by using TF-IDF approach (i.e., the more unique a concept in a topic, the higher its importance). We considered each problem-solving attempt as an opportunity for the concepts associated with it and calculated the average success rate per concept in last \( t \) attempts. For this study, \( t \) is set to 10 and \( \alpha \) is set to 0.5 to put equal importance on knowledge level and the success rate.

To focus on struggled concepts, we eliminate learning activities that do not have any struggled concepts from the recommendation process. We defined a concept as struggling if students started to fail on problems that cover the concept. Specifically, using the concept-based success rate \( s_{kj} \), we defined a concept as struggling if \( s_{kj} < 0.5 \). As \( s_{kj} \) is calculated by using the last \( t \) attempts, the system will not label a concept as struggling if the student starts to perform well (assuming the success rate goes above 0.5). We further calculated the median difficulty score after each attempt to specify suitable activities to recommend as remediation, i.e. learning content that is not too hard but at the same time not too easy. We hypothesized that activities which reside at median level difficulty for a student would not be so hard or so easy to lead any further hardship or discouragement. The details of the recommendation process can be found in [2].

3.4.2 Explanations for Learning Content Recommendations. Given our past work on communicating learners the reasons behind suggesting them learning activities [1], we decided to define different experimental treatments by combining textual and visual explanatory elements. Our goal here is to examine the different effects that different explanation formats can have on students working with recommended content in an online learning environment. Thus, we defined 4 treatment groups that are explained here:

1. **NoExp group**: In this group, no explanation is provided to the students when mousing over a recommended activity (see A in Fig. 1). Thus, learners do not know why a specific learning material was suggested to them.

2. **TextualExp group**: Only an explanation based on natural language is provided to these students when mousing over recommended activities (see B in Fig. 1). This explanation format textually describes (a) how many struggling concepts the learning content is covering and, at the same time, (b) how many concepts in that specific activity the student has shown a good proficiency-level (which makes it more approachable to solve the ongoing misconceptions).

3. **VisualExp group**: Here, a concept-based OLM is used as a visual explanatory component when mousing over recommended activities (see C in Fig. 1). By examining their own OLMs, students are able to know how many struggling concepts they have (as they are highlighted with warning signs) and their respective level of proficiency on each of the concepts covered by the activity. Each concept bar visualizes the learner’s knowledge-state by means of two graphic variables:
   - **Length**: shows the cumulative estimation of knowledge of the student, which is calculated based on the historical performance on problems involving that concept.
   - **Color**: shows the success rate on the most recent attempts on problems that include that concept, by using a scale that ranges from red (0%) to green (100%) and using yellow as an intermediate point (50%).

   It is important to mention that for this group, the visual OLM highlights the information about the associated concepts for the moused over activities, but not only for the recommended ones (i.e., when mousing over non-recommended activities they can see their knowledge state on associated concepts).

4. **DualExp group**: In this version of the interface both textual and visual explanatory components explained above are shown to the students when mousing over recommended activities (see D in Fig. 1). We hypothesize that by having these explanatory components together, learners could get a clearer picture about why the recommendation algorithm selected those specific activities to remediate their misconceptions (balance between struggling concepts and concepts where they are proficient).

4 STUDY DESCRIPTION

We conducted a classroom study in Spring 2019 term at Aalto University, major research university in Finland, from February to May.
Mastery Grids was offered as a practice system to students who were enrolled in an undergraduate database management course named "CS-A1150 - Databases". The course is a database management course covering topics such as relational modeling, relational algebra, UML modeling, SQL, transaction management, etc. The course is compulsory for Computer Science and Industrial Engineering and Management majors and highly recommended for Computer Science minors. The course is also taken by many other students in various bachelor’s and master’s programs. In total over 550 students enrolled the course. In the beginning of the course, we informed students about this research and asked them to give their consent to participate in it. The data used in this research is from those students who gave their consent and were engaged with Mastery Grids in some way. Not all students used the system, because it was a voluntary additional learning resource.

Mastery Grids content is designed to help students to practice on SQL topics and it was accessed through a direct link from A+ course management system [9], which was used to deliver other contents and exercises of the course. The use of Mastery Grids was not-mandatory but to encourage participation 20 extra exercise points, which were about 7.5 % of all exercise points available, were given to students if they solved 2 SQL problems per topic.

In this study, we followed a pre/post test design to examine the learning gain throughout the semester. Before the SQL topics were introduced, the pretest was administered. At the end of the semester, the post-test was administered. Both tests include 10 problems, 5 multiple-choice and 5 SQL fill in the blank problems covering data definition, data query and data manipulation SQL commands related to a given database schema. Post-test problems were isomorphic to the pretest. However, in our analysis, we realized that students do not spend enough time on post-test problems and decided to use the final exam grades instead of post-test scores. Moreover, students were asked to complete a questionnaire related to Mastery Grids usage at the end of the semester. The questionnaire consisted of questions related to system satisfaction, interface features and recommendation quality. To encourage the students to take the pre/post-tests and complete the questionnaire, 4 exercise points and 1 exam bonus point (out of total 40 exam points) were given to the students who completed them.

5 RESULTS
At the end of the experiment, we noticed that most of the students’ activity in the Mastery Grids was registered during the last weeks of the course. At that point of the term, the provided educational tools served more like a knowledge-confirmation instrument rather than one for accurately measuring their knowledge acquisition process. Given this, for further analysis we only consider the subset of students who clearly exhibited needs for remediation at some point of their work with the system, reflected by: (a) not having a high success rate on their submissions, and (b) accessing to at least a couple of recommended remedial problems. Thus, in the subsequent analysis, we only considered students with an average success rate lower than 75% and with at least more than 2 attempts on recommended problems. After filtering out students who did
We defined three levels of engagement with the activities: (1) the type of activity (i.e., recommended or non-recommended), (2) the probability of attempting them when they are moused over (access rate), and (3) the probability of keep working on the activities until solving it correctly (persistence rate). These three levels go from a low level of persuasion, where the reflected engagement for following the recommendation is low (i.e., it just takes a click), to a deeper level of persuasion, where the commitment with working in the recommended activity is higher (i.e., keep trying until the problem is solved).

A mixed-design ANOVA analysis on these different levels of persuasion was performed by having: (a) one within-subjects factor which is the type of activity (i.e., recommended or non-recommended) and (b) two between-subjects factors corresponding to the two explanation formats (i.e., visual and textual).

The goal of this analysis is to detect differences between the experimental groups on their interaction behavior with recommendations, by comparing this with their work with non-recommended activities:

1. **Access rate**: We found that the overall access rate was higher for recommended than non-recommended activities, across all the four explanatory interface treatments F(1,73)=4.624, p=.035 (see Fig. 2). This reflects that regardless of showing or not showing explanations students tended to click more on the suggested activities highlighted by stars (Mean access rate=.36) when comparing this with the non-recommended ones (Mean access rate=.32). In this context, we also found that there was a significant interaction effect between the two explanation formats on the overall access rate, F(1,73)=4.132, p=.046 (see Fig. 4). This result suggests that students tended to inspect problems in Mastery Grids more frequently when they had access to partial explanations (either visual or textual), while they were more careful in clicking the activities that they moused over (regardless of their recommendation status) when they received either none or both type of explanations (see Fig. 4).

2. **Conversion rate**: A marginally significant interaction effect between the access/non-access to a visual explanation and the activity type (recommended/non-recommended) was found, F(1,74)=3.738, p=.057 (see left side of Fig. 5). This result suggests that in average, when students had access to visual explanations for the recommended content, their willingness to work on already-opened recommended activities (Mean conversion rate=.811) was lower than on non-recommended activities (Mean conversion rate=.841). The same marginally significant interaction effect was found between textual explanations and the activity type (recommended/non-recommended), F(1,74)=3.377, p=0.07. Again, this indicates that in general, when learners had the option to receive a textual explanation for recommended problems learners are controversially more likely to start work on opened non-recommended problems (Mean conversion rate=.833) rather than on opened recommended ones (Mean conversion rate=.801). These results, combined, make us hypothesize that the inclusion of individual explanatory elements can lead students to think a little bit more about the appropriateness of the recommendations, especially when they have the meta-cognitive ability to do this (more likely to happen at the end of the course where students have a higher degree of self-awareness about their own knowledge). For a complete view of the conversion rates distribution across treatments, please refer to Fig. 3.

3. **Persistence rate**: A marginally significant difference on the persistence rate between recommended and non-recommended activities was found, regardless of the recommendations’ explainability treatment applied on the Mastery Grids interface, F(1,74)=3.32, p=.072 (see Fig. 6). Here, average persistence in non - recommended activities (Mean persistence rate=.873) was slightly higher than persistence in recommended ones (Mean persistence rate=.833). Additionally, a marginal interaction effect was found between the visual and textual explanation treatments, F(1,74)=3.868, p=.053 (see Fig. 7). This shows that students overall persistence on problems, once they start working on them, is lower when they only had access to partial explanations (opposite phenomenon discovered for access rate).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning indicators</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norm. Learn. Gain</td>
<td>.776</td>
<td>.211</td>
<td>.824</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning actions</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problems attempted</td>
<td>41.35</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec. problems attempted</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct problems</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Student behavior summary

Figure 2: Average access rate per treatment group
5.2 Effects of Recommendations on Learning

In order to try to link the effect of the work on remedial recommendations to the final exam scores of students in the course, we calculated a multiple linear regression model including variables like pretest and proportion of attempted problems that were recommended ones. In the resulting model, only success rate on SQL problems (regardless of their recommendation status) was the main significant predictor on the final exam grade \((Adjusted R^2 = 0.185, F(6,53)=3.236, p=0.0088)\). No significant effect of interactions with remedial learning content was found in any of the four treatment groups.

5.3 Subjective feedback

At the end of the experiment, we asked students to fill a post-questionnaire which covered aspects like overall satisfaction with the system (3 items) and their perception about the quality of the
remedial recommendations that were provided (5 items). The post-questionnaire included items in a Likert scale (1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree). Based on the survey responses we performed a factor analysis, which resulted in the confirmation of the existence of the aforementioned two factors (satisfaction and recommendations quality).

In terms of overall satisfaction with the system, we did not find any significant differences in the average satisfaction score given by the learners (see Fig. 8). On the other hand, we asked students about their opinion about the appropriateness of the recommendations in terms of helpfulness for their learning process (e.g., one of the items used was: “The system recommended too many bad learning materials”). We found a significant interaction effect of the two explanatory treatments (i.e., visual and textual explanations) on the final opinion of students about the quality of the given recommendations $F(1,57)=4.669, p=.035$ (see Fig. 9). We determined that in average, whenever they get partial recommendation explanations (only textual or only visual) they expressed a more positive opinion about the quality of the recommendations. Combining this finding with the conversion rate results explained in section 5.1 sheds light about learners reactions to having at least one component in the interface that provides some (incomplete) information about how the problem recommendations were generated.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, our studies confirmed that the presence of remedial recommendation affects learning content selection behavior of students – recommended activities highlighted with stars were on average more attractive. While this information correlates with past research on the impact of recommendations, it doesn’t provide reliable evidence of recommendation quality or impact since users are known to trust recommendations even when they are deliberately deceiving [10]. Specifically, in the context of our study when the students accessed practice content at the end of their course, a chance for recommendations to be less than perfect was relatively high since the system was not able to track knowledge gained by the students through most of their work in class. In this situation, student reactions to recommendations after they accessed and examined the recommended content, and especially when they started to explore it, could provide a more reliable insight on the value of different kinds of explanation.

In this context, we found a rather unexpected impact of the provided explanations on the student conversion (i.e., a decision to start working with a problem when opened) and overall persistence (i.e., willingness to continue working with a SQL-KnoT problem once started). As the data show, the learners exhibited lower conversion rates for recommended problems than for non-recommended ones when any type of explanations (i.e., visual or textual) were provided. This result suggests that both explanation types enabled students to better add their own judgment on the top of recommendation and make a more balanced decision about working or not on an open recommended problem rather than rushing to anything that is recommended. In our context where student model was likely to be incomplete (leading to inadequate recommendations) it was an important advantage. A good evidence that the recommended problems in our context might not be the best match for student needs is the discovery that students’ persistence on attempted problems was in average lower for recommended than for non-recommended problems (hinting that students were able to choose better problems if their decision was not affected by inadequate recommendations).

Another interesting finding is that learners were more persistent in problems (regardless if they were recommended or not) when they had access to full or no recommendations’ explanations rather than partial ones. This behavior is opposed to the impact of explanations found on the access rate, where partial explanations positively influenced students’ engagement in clicking on problems (when compared with none or full explanations). We hypothesize that this situation could be explained by the nature of partial explanations. With partial explanations, recommendations, even far from being perfect, were looking quite convincing – starting from encouraging the students to open recommended content and then to proceed with it with a considerable persistence. In contrast, full
explanations provided a better chance for the student to understand why a content was recommended and likely realize that their “current knowledge” referred by the explanations to justify recommended content doesn’t represent to their true level of knowledge – which the system was not able to model. In this situation, explanations could reveal that recommendations within the system are not perfect, making students less inclined to start on a recommended problem. Yet, when the students had a chance to examine the problem in detail, they were more inclined to continue their work on the problem until solving it correctly.

This hypothesis is supported by the analysis of students’ opinions about recommendation quality. According to these data, remedial recommendations were perceived to be of better quality when they were justified by partial recommendation explanation (either only textual or visual) than when received none or complete explanations. With these partial explanations, learners were able to only “partially” understand the underlying approach for generating those recommendations, which sometimes was not perfect given (a) the late stage of their learning process, and (b) the low accuracy of the student model. Results suggest that with full explanations (i.e., more information), the recommendations’ quality was more likely to be critically judged.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

While our study brought some interesting and unexpected outcomes, it is important to stress that it had some practical limitations that constrained the interpretation of the presented results. As we mentioned, the use scenario appeared to be different from the expected study scenario. Instead of using the system throughout the term, the design of the credit rewards of the study encouraged students to use it very late in the course when their domain knowledge was quite high and yet not reflected by the system’s learner model. This context allowed us to spot an unusual impact of explanations on student behavior. Yet, the resulting decrease of the recommendation quality might have some other unexpected impact on student work, which could affect our results.

Secondly, for data analysis purposes we decided to only sample the subset of learners that failed at a considerable rate and that, at the same time, had access to more than a couple of remedial recommendations (i.e., the target support population for the educational recommender system). However, these assumptions could be considered as too strict, which undermines the generalizability of the conclusions. For example, we did not get insights from students that were presented with remedial recommendations in Mastery Grids but never accessed or attempted the recommended content - which is one of the target aspects to explore in future studies.

Currently, a new classroom experiment is being performed, where incentives for students were clear from the beginning of the term. In this way, we will be able to measure the effects of having this remedial recommender support for students throughout all the incremental stages in the course.
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